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LEO FRANK was a Jewish sex killer who was president of Atlanta's B'Nai B'rith — and who was re-elected to that post even after his conviction. Frank was tried and found guilty of the strangulation of a 13-year-old White girl who worked for him, Mary Phagan (picture, artist's depiction), who died exactly 101 years ago today.

In one of the first visible nationwide efforts of the Jewish power structure in this country, immediately after Frank's conviction a frantic, expensive, dishonest, underhanded, and wildly over-the-top campaign was launched to clear his name and accuse others — a campaign which continues even to this day. In that campaign, the White people and institutions of the American South were falsely accused of an "anti-Semitism" that never existed, an accusation which triggered real anti-Semitic feelings there on a scale never seen before in history. As a direct result of that huge blunder, the B'nai B'rith founded in 1913 the central organ of Jewish propaganda and corrupt influence in this country, the Anti-Defamation League, or ADL.

What really happened to Mary Phagan on that fateful day? The best evidence — the evidence affirmed by the Atlanta coroner's jury, the grand jury (which included several Jews), the trial jury, the Supreme Court of Georgia, and the Supreme Court of the United States — tells us this:

Thirteen-year-old child laborer Mary Phagan came to her place of work, Atlanta's National Pencil Company, to pick up her pay from the company's part-owner and supervisor Leo Frank, around noon on Saturday, April 26, 1913. It was a holiday (Confederate Memorial Day), but she had to come in to get her pay because Frank had refused the day before to let one of Mary's friends pick it up for her, as had been done in the past. Frank evidently wanted Mary herself to come to get her pitiful $1.20, alone, and on a Saturday holiday, too — when the offices would be deserted. Frank had a reputation for lasciviousness among quite a few of the employees of the firm, many of whom were teenage girls. He had more than once arranged for the factory's Black sweeper, Jim Conley, to act as his lookout while he "chatted" for an hour or so all alone with one of the girls.

Mary came into the factory building, walked up the stairs to the second floor where Leo Frank's office was, passing Jim Conley sitting quietly on the first floor on her way up. Conley had been seen by several people that day, apparently doing nothing but sitting there — a rather strange thing for a beer- and dice-loving social sort of man as Jim Conley to be doing on a holiday when he had no official duties at the place. Except for some workmen on the fourth floor far above, there was no one else in the building, and no one at all except Leo Frank on the second floor.

Mary met Frank in his office and asked for her pay. She also asked Frank if the supply of metal had come in, since, if it hadn't, she wouldn't work on Monday. Frank said "I don't know," and asked Mary to accompany him to the metal room, further back on the same floor, to see. Back they went, the lustful monster with evil intent, and the innocent girl, dressed up brightly for the holiday, taking the last steps of her life.

Once they were in the metal room, Frank made his planned indecent approach to Mary. We know that Frank moved in on her physically, because we also know that she was resisted and was flung down by an apparently enraged Frank, striking the back of her head on a lathe handle and rendering her unconscious or at least helpless. Below, Conley heard the footsteps and a scream but did nothing — evidently screams weren't uncommon during Frank's "chats" with other girls. Nothing to worry about.

While Mary Phagan was unconscious or nearly so from the head wound he had inflicted on her, Leo Frank made an attempt to rape her. Her vagina had violence done to it, according to the physician who examined her dead body. Realizing soon after his lust had subsided that Mary, when she fully regained consciousness, would likely testify against him, ruining him for life and possibly sending him to prison, Leo Frank made a conscious decision to kill her. He obtained some strong cord from the supplies nearby, fastened it around her neck, and strangled her to death on the floor of the metal room, the cord deeply biting into her neck. He then ripped off a strip of her lacy underwear and fastened it so as to temporarily conceal her neck wound.

Just a few moments later, at around 12:05, Conley watched one of the factory's other working girls, Monteene Stover, walk up the same set of stairs. Like Mary, she also was looking to collect her pay from Frank. Monteene entered Leo Frank's office. But there was no one there. Monteene looked carefully in Frank's outer office, then his inner office — both were empty. She looked down the hall and saw no sign of life. She decided to wait, and stayed in Frank's office a full five minutes, until 12:10 according to the office clock. She gave up and left, and Conley saw her leave.

Monteene Stover's fruitless visit to Leo Frank's empty office would be very significant in this case — because Leo Frank would later tell the police that he had been in his office continuously from noon to 12:35.
Some time after Monteen Stover left the building, Leo Frank, having completed his unspeakable acts of rape and murder, came looking for loyal Conley to help him dispose of the body and pin the crime on another Black man.

Frank told Conley that “I wanted to be with the little girl, and she refused me, and I struck her and I guess I struck her too hard and she fell and hit her head against something, and I don’t know how she got hurt.” Remember the piece of lacy underwear around her throat: unlikely to fool an investigator for even a minute, but possibly enough to keep Conley from knowing Mary’s real cause of death while he disposed of the body. Frank didn’t tell Conley that Mary was dead, but Conley quickly told him. Conley and Frank carried Mary’s body to the basement, near the maw of the factory furnace.

Frank gave Conley money, and promised him another $200 if he would return later and burn the body. Conley promised to do so — a promise he failed to keep. Frank did induce Conley to write several notes that were left near the body. These notes were ostensibly from Mary, and blamed the crime on a “tall, slim Negro” (Conley was short and chunky). The notes also described Mary’s attacker as “the night witch.” The description matched Newt Lee, the company’s night watchman, who was due to come on duty later that afternoon and work all night.

Conley never returned that day. Mary’s body still lay in the basement when Frank returned from lunch. Frank was unable to move her body by himself. When Newt Lee arrived at four — earlier than usual because Frank had told him he was going to a baseball game — Frank appeared extremely nervous and sent him away for a full two hours. When Lee said he’d prefer to sleep at the factory for those two hours, Frank absolutely insisted that he leave and come back at six.

At six, Frank had no possible excuse to send Lee away again. So when Conley utterly failed to return to perform the grisly task he had promised to do, Frank had no choice but to let Lee go on duty. Prior to Lee’s second arrival, Leo Frank had turned down the gas light in the basement as far as it would go without turning it completely off, doubtless hoping to delay the discovery of the body for as long as possible. Frank was extremely nervous and jumpy on Lee’s return. He couldn’t even operate the time clock properly. An hour or so after he left for home, Frank called Lee on the telephone to “check and see if everything was all right” — something he had never done before.

The discovery of the body was long delayed. Newt Lee didn’t notice it until around three o’clock in the morning. When Frank was brought to the factory the next morning by police, he was so nervous he couldn’t even properly use his customary lock and key without fumbling. He told police that he’d been in his office from noon to 12:35, totally unaware that Monteen Stover would soon prove that to be a lie. He told police that he didn’t know Mary Phagan by name, despite interacting with her daily and filling her pay stubs weekly for an entire year. And then Frank proceeded to tell police that he knew that a former company bookkeeper, James Ganlt, was intimately cleared with the girl he didn’t know at all, Mary Phagan. (Ganlt was actually arrested based on Frank’s insinuation, but was quickly cleared of any involvement in the crime.)

Frank looked at Newt Lee’s time card and declared that Lee had made all his rounds on time. But a few days later Frank produced a time card showing that Lee had missed several rounds, long enough for him to have returned home, changed out of his bloody clothing, and returned to the factory. And not too long after that, a bloody shirt was found in a barrel near Newt Lee’s residence — a shirt that was later proved to have been purposely smeared with blood and planted there by parties unknown. When the attempt to implicate Newt Lee failed, in large part because of proof that Mary Phagan died right around noon, Frank and his defenders would finally switch their accusations to another Black man, Jim Conley. According to researcher Bradford Huey:

“To implicate Conley, a corrupt Pinkerton agent named W.D. McWorth — three weeks after the entire factory had been meticulously examined by police and Pinkerton men — marauders discovered a bloody club, a piece of cord like that used to strangle Mary Phagan, and an alleged piece of Mary Phagan’s pay envelope on the first floor of the factory, near where the factory’s Black sweeper, Jim Conley, had been sitting on the fatal day. T was the beginning of the attempt to place guilt for the killing on Conley, an effort which still continues 100 years later. The discovery was so obviously and patently false that it was greeted with disbelief by almost everyone, and McWorth was pulled off the investigation and eventually discharged by the Pinkerton agency.”

***

The Jewish media put forward two basic arguments for Frank’s innocence: 1) Leo Frank, they say, was tried and convicted for the murder of Mary Phagan mainly because he was a Jew — they say that “anti-Semitism” was rampant in the South, and an anti-Jewish mob intimidated the jury; and 2) They claim that the 1982 affidavit of Alonzo Mann, Frank’s office boy — who said that he saw James Conley carrying the body of Mary Phagan on that terrible day — proves that Conley, and not Frank, was the killer.

On my next American Dissident Voices program, I’ll show you that both of these arguments are utterly incredible. I’ll demonstrate that anti-Semitism was almost unknown in the South of 1913, and I’ll use Jewish sources and sources friendly to Frank — even one of the partners in the law firm that defended him — to prove it. I’ll also prove that Alonzo Mann’s dubious affidavit, even if true, changes absolutely nothing about the case.

***

I’ve given a lot of attention to the Leo Frank case over the past year here on National Vanguard and I’ve helped some other researchers and scholars who were digging into this amazing case — and I ended up being accused (with the usual wildly exaggerated mix of fact and fiction) by the Jewish Daily Forward and the ADL itself of being some kind of mastermind behind “at least four” of the Leo Frank-oriented sites that have sprung up in recent years. Well, it’s nice to get credit for my part in a noble task well done, but the effort to publish the hidden facts about this case has been largely spontaneous — a huge group effort involving dozens of researchers, scholars, writers, and publishers, men and women inspired to risk defamation and destitution because they hate lies and love the truth.

And this effort is succeeding: The major search engines now return many results from sites telling the righteous truth about the Frank case, from Metapedia’s articles to the huge Leo Frank Case and Trial Research Library, to the encyclopedia series on the case by Bradford L. Hulse in The American Mercury, and many, many others, including pieces we’ve published on National Vanguard. The really heartening thing is that these independent media are often standing as high or higher than the Jewish groups’ own sites in terms of search rank, and therefore relevance and readership.
Just three of the increasingly popular Web sites which tell the truth about the Frank case

I’ve given so much attention to this case because it’s important. It’s important to understand just how weak and insupportable the Jewish propaganda is about this case. It’s important for the memory of Mary Phagan and the peace of mind of her family to know that her real killer was justly convicted. It’s important to understand how the world’s wealthiest ethnic group tried to make Southern Whites feel guilty about an “anti-Semitism” that never existed. It’s important to understand how this same power structure has gone on to inculcate guilt in all White men and women for their supposed part in slavery and “racism” — with “evidence” just as thin, just as preposterous. And it’s very, very important to understand that with some dedication and courage and work, we can defeat these media liars in their own arena and change the minds of millions of people.

***

You’ve been listening to American Dissident Voices, the radio program of the reconstituted National Alliance membership organization, founded by William Luther Pierce in 1970. This program is published every week at whitevanguard.com and nationalvanguard.org. Please write to us at National Alliance, Box 172, Laurel Bloomery, TN 37680 USA. We welcome your support, your inquiries, and your help in spreading our message of hope to our people. Once again, that address is Box 172, Laurel Bloomery, TN 37680 USA. Until next week, this is Kevin Alfred Strom reminding you of the words of Richard Berkeley Cotten: “Freedom is not free; free men are not equal; and equal men are not free.”
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Second episode of this two part series:

The Aborted Apotheosis of Leo Frank, part 2
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by Kevin Alfred Strom

THE 1913 MURDER of child laborer Mary Phagan by her Jewish boss Leo Frank (pictured), which I detailed for you on last week’s program, was clearly established by the evidence and confirmed by every court and every jury which had jurisdiction over the case, including multiple appeals that ultimately ended up — twice — at the Supreme Court.
In every instance, the evidence was found to be sufficient to convict Leo Frank of Mary Phagan’s murder beyond any reasonable doubt. In every review, the procedure of the trial was found to be proper. In every appeal, no violation of the rights of the accused was found.

Yet the media — the daily press, books, film, and television — speak with one voice: Leo Frank, they say, was an innocent victim of Southern “anti-Semitism.” Hatred of Jews was responsible for his prosecution and conviction. An inflamed, bigoted mob intimidated the judge and jury. That is the “received narrative.” That is what the massive media power of the Jewish establishment have made “common knowledge” by incessant, one-sided repetition. But it’s utter nonsense.

Let’s look at what Abe Foxman, boss of the Jewish Anti-Defamation League, or ADL, has to say about the case. Leo Frank was president of Atlanta’s B’nai B’rith and it was in response to Frank’s conviction that the ADL was founded as a part of the B’nai B’rith in 1913. Foxman says:

“The murder of Mary Phagan was the catalyst for one of the most virulent anti-Semitic episodes in American history.” Really — one of the most virulent anti-Semitic episodes in American history? True, Leo Frank was lynched — after his death sentence was commuted by an outgoing governor who was a partner in the law firm that defended Frank. But there’s no evidence that the prosecution or conviction of Frank had anything to do with the fact that Frank was a Jew.

Foxman adds: “His trial was a spectacle; threats, intimidation, and a boisterous crowd outside chanting ‘kill the Jew’ and ‘hang the Jew’ could easily be heard through the courtroom’s open windows.” These alleged “anti-Semitic” mobs intimidating the jury never existed, and were reported by no newspapers, not even pro-Frank papers, at the time. The jurors specifically stated they heard no mobs, no threats, and were not intimidated in any way. Frank’s lawyers made no complaints or even mention of these supposed Jew-hating crowds during the trial — even a single instance of which would have been grounds for an immediate mistrial. The first intimation of these alleged mobs was many months after the trial when Frank’s legal team and Jewish advocacy groups were straining to find some pretext for yet another appeal.

Even the governor who commuted Frank’s sentence said there was no significant anti-Jewish feeling in the state. And the lynchers themselves made no statement whatever on that point — it was the governor who needed armed guards and who fled the state, not local Jews. The man who prosecuted Leo Frank, Hugh Dorsey, himself had a law partner who was a Jew — Frank’s legal defense team did not. Even Abraham Foxman admits that “Leo Frank remains the only Jewish person ever to be lynched in the United States.” If this is “one of the most virulent anti-Semitic episodes in American history,” then one is forced to conclude that “anti-Semitism” in the United States has been a total and utter non-starter, almost non-existent.

Foxman goes on to say: “Frank, a northern Jew, was arrested, indicted and tried for Phagan’s murder without evidence.”

Without evidence! What about the evidence establishing that Mary Phagan was killed almost immediately after she entered Leo Frank’s office? What about the fact that no one saw Mary Phagan alive after she went to see Frank? What about the evidence establishing that the murder was committed on the second floor of the National Pencil Company offices — and that no one except Mary Phagan and Leo Frank were on that floor? What about the testimony of Jim Conley admitting that he helped Leo Frank conceal Mary Phagan’s body and that he regularly helped Frank as a lookout while Frank had secret liaisons with young girls and women? What about the testimony of the female workers who said that Frank was lascivious toward the girls in his employ and that he had specifically arranged to be alone with Mary that Saturday? What about the fact that Leo Frank was missing from his office at the same time the murder was being committed? What about the evidence that Leo Frank lied about being in his office at that time? What about Frank’s absurd claim that he didn’t know Mary by name — even though he somehow knew her well enough to tell the police that James Gantt was “intimate” with her — even though he worked with her daily, was seen talking to her and calling her by name, and filled out her pay stub every week with her initials? And there’s much, much more. If you want to read the mountain of evidence adduced that shows Frank to be the murderer of Mary Phagan, it’s all available to you by reading the documents provided at the end of the text version of this broadcast.

No, Mr. Foxman’s “convicted … without evidence” claim is completely ridiculous, and the scholars, researchers, and publishers who have labored for years to bring the true evidence of this case to light are showing the world just how paper-thin the Jewish groups’ false version of events really is.

+++ 

In all their endless propaganda books, plays, films, and articles on the Frank case, the Jewish media put forward only two basic arguments for Frank’s innocence: 1) Leo Frank was tried and convicted because he was a Jew and the motive was “anti-Semitism”; and 2) Alonzo Mann’s 1982 affidavit proves that Conley, and not Frank, was the real killer.

Let’s look at the accusation of widespread Southern “anti-Semitism.”

The South is a place where the vast majority of the population is deeply committed to Protestant, fundamentalist Christianity. The South, along with a few border states, is not called the “Bible Belt” for nothing. This was especially true in 1913.

The essence of fundamentalism is literalism — the belief that every word of the scriptures, the Hebrew scriptures I might add, was directly inspired by God and is literally true. The stories in the Bible are, in this view, absolutely inerrant, including God’s preference for the Jews as his “chosen,” holy people. The prophecies of the Hebrew scriptures are therefore infallible, including the central place held by Israel and the Jews in God’s plan. The law of Yahweh to bless and revere God’s Chosen is to be obeyed absolutely. The Old Testament is not minimized by fundamentalists, as it is by some mainstream Christians. It is to most Southerners God’s absolute truth, no less than the New Testament. And the Jewish God is to them the one and only God.
Most important of all, Jesus was born Jewish, spoke in the Jewish temples, and was in reality the prophesied Messiah of the Jews. Christ came from the Jews, and without the Jews Christ could never have existed.

The South is also the center of Christian Zionism. Many a ministry in the South has as its basis Genesis 12:3, in which God says of the Jews: “I will bless them that bless thee, and curse him that curseth thee.”

The Jewish writer Harry Golden stated in the American Jewish Committee’s magazine Commentary that, not too long after the establishment of the Jewish state, “Bonds for Israel” salesmen in the South would seek out Christians as donors, since they were almost all enthusiastic Zionists. This was — and is — the dominant Southern position. This was even more true during Leo Frank’s trial than it is today: The post-trial efforts of wealthy Jews to help Frank hurt the reputation of the Jews in the South, though as a whole it remains philo-Semitic.

In “Social Discrimination Against Jews 1830 – 1930” by John Higham, commissioned by the American Jewish Committee, the South was described as “historically the section least inclined to ostracize Jews.” The massive campaign during the Frank appeals to paint his prosecution and the South itself as “anti-Semitic” did stir up some feelings against the Jews, though. The revived 20th-century Ku Klux Klan, inspired in part by the resentments of Jewish intervention in Georgia affairs during the Frank case, was quite different from the original Klan in that it took an anti-Jewish position. The original Klan had numerous and notable Jewish members, including even Bernard Baruch’s father.

Law and tradition in the South — and in much of the North — forbade sexual interaction between the races, and violators were dealt with swiftly and harshly. But in the South of 1913, Jews were considered White. Even during his trial, the prosecutors and the defense and the newspapers all referred to Leo Frank as a “White man.” Marriage between Jews and Whites was not unknown. These are hardly the lineaments of hatred.

Even the man who commuted Leo Frank’s sentence to life in prison, Governor John Slaton, said of the “anti-Semitism” accusation:

“... [T]here never was any anti-Jewish feeling in Georgia until now... [T]here was another thing that roused bitterness against Frank, and it was outside interference. From all over the Union there came an attempt to govern Georgia’s action. Detectives were sent here, petitions circulated, resolutions passed, attacks made upon the State. Whether it should have aroused resentment may be a question, but that it did there is no question whatever.

“The Jews have always been our friends; we have here the best class of Jews. For a man to be known as a Jew was actually an asset to him in a business way. But among the thoughtless elements there has grown up — temporarily, I hope — a feeling that the Jews banded themselves together as a race or a religion to save a criminal, and out of that has grown a feeling of hostility.”

Even Leo Frank himself, in an interview with leftist Jewish editor Abraham Cahan in 1914, months after his conviction, denied that anti-Semitism played any role in his predicament, saying “Anti-Semitism is absolutely not the reason for this libel that has been framed against me. It isn’t the source nor the result of this sad story.”

***

The only remaining pillar supporting the Jewish claims that Leo Frank was innocent is the affidavit of Alonzo Mann, made by Mann in 1982. But Mann’s highly questionable statement, even if we accept it as true, proves nothing of significance. According to the researcher Bradford Hue:

In 1982 Alonzo Mann, who in 1913 at 13 years old had been the office boy for the National Pencil Company, made a sensation in the press by denying the sworn testimony he had made at the Leo Frank trial, and stating his belief that Jim Conley was the real killer of Mary Phagan. ...Mann was poor, suffering with a heart condition, and facing considerable medical expenses when he “went public” with his claims.

In 1913, Mann had testified that he left the office on the day of the murder at 11:30 AM. In 1982, he changed the time and told a quite different story, as follows:

Mann said that he left the factory at noon, half an hour later than in his testimony. It was Confederate Memorial Day and a parade and other festivities were scheduled. Mann was to meet his mother, he says, but could not find her and “returned to work” shortly after noon. When he entered the building, he says, he saw Jim Conley carrying the limp body of a girl on the first floor: “He wheeled on me and in a voice that was low but threatening he said ‘If you ever mention this I’ll kill you.’”

Mann claims he then left the building and ran home, telling his mother what he’d seen. Mann says that his parents advised him to keep silent to avoid publicity. And he did keep silent for many, many years. (Jim Conley is reported to have died in 1957 — another report says 1962 — and presumably his death threat did not survive his demise.)

There are several problems with Mann’s story. First, if true, it proves only that at some point Conley was carrying Phagan’s body by himself, without Frank’s help. Conley already admits this — though he says that he found the body too heavy for himself alone while still on the second floor, and that the elevator brought them directly to the basement. ...

Why would a 15-year-old Alonzo Mann “return to work” on a holiday if he didn’t have to? And why “return to work” if he apparently wasn’t even scheduled to do so? Were office boys permitted to make their own hours in 1913? When other workers — such as Mary Phagan, for example — hadn’t sufficient supplies in their department, they were immediately laid off until the supplies came in. Surely such economy would dictate that office boys would only come in when authorized and asked to do so.

If Alonzo Mann had such a definite appointment to meet his mother in town — so definite as to cause him to return to work after just a few minutes when he failed to immediately find her — why, then, was she waiting at home just a few minutes after that?

Why would White parents, like Alonzo Mann’s, in the racially conscious and segregated Atlanta, Georgia of 1913, tell their White son not to tell the police about a guilty Black murderer, when the result of not telling the police would
ultimately result in an innocent, clean cut, White man, Leo Frank — the man who gave their son a highly prized job — going to gallows as an innocent man?

And why would Alonzo Mann’s parents then allow their 13-year-old son to report to work at the huge and cavernous National Pencil Company factory on Monday morning, April 28, 1913 – two days after he was threatened with death by a murderer carrying a dead or dying White girl on his shoulder — knowing that the murderer would still be there, and knowing that there were many dark and secluded places in said factory where their son might come to harm? Jim Conley reported back to work that Monday, as did the approximately 170 other employees, who were naturally expected to be back at work after the holiday weekend. Jim Conley was not arrested until the first day of May…

If Jim Conley really attacked Mary Phagan at the foot of the stairs as Alonzo Mann suggests, why didn’t Leo Frank hear her screams or any sounds of a struggle? He was only 40 feet away.

No, Alonzo Mann’s story means nothing.

And it strains credibility beyond all reason to allege that Jim Conley — the only other possible suspect — was the real killer. Would Conley risk his own life for $1.20 — all that Mary Phagan had on her — as Frank’s defense team claimed? Would Conley, with no prior history of involvement with White women, attack a White teenager almost right at the entrance to the factory, where numerous people were passing all day long and had seen him sitting there? Would Conley — who could hear even footsteps on the floor above where his boss was sitting — dare to make an assault which might be clearly heard even if by chance not seen?

No, of the only two possible suspects, only one man is credibly charged with this horrible crime — and that man is Leo Max Frank.

In this series of two broadcasts, I have only been able to touch on the highlights of the Leo Frank case. I haven’t told you of the subornation of perjury by the Leo Frank defense team. I haven’t told you of the preposterous hoax of the alleged “bite marks” on Mary Phagan’s body, dreamt up decades later by Jewish “journalist” Pierre van Paassen and repeated as truth by the leading Jewish “scholar” on the case, Leonard Dinnerstein. I urge you to read the additional documentation I’ve linked to and provided at the end of the text version of this broadcast.

What I want you to take away from this amazing story is this: The network of lies that makes of Leo Frank a martyr and a saint, and that has outrageously defamed the White people of the South, is paper-thin. It will not stand up to examination. By dint of dedication and hard work, a group of fewer than 100 people has broken through the wall of censorship and made the truth known to the world. Anyone who searches for the truth on the Frank case can now find it, and it is prominent. The Dinnersteins and the Foxmans don’t have a monopoly on this subject anymore.

If we can do this on the Frank case, we can do it on other subjects as well: we can reach our people with the truth about race, about White genocide, about Jewish power, about eugenics, about history, and about self-determination for our people. Add your efforts to ours as we do exactly that.

* * *

You’ve been listening to American Dissident Voices, the radio program of the reconstituted National Alliance membership organization, founded by William Luther Pierce in 1970. This program is published every week at whitebiocentrism.com and nationalvanguard.org. Please write to us at National Alliance, Box 172, Laurel Bloomery, TN 37680 USA. We welcome your support, your inquiries, and your help in spreading our message of hope to our people. Once again, that address is Box 172, Laurel Bloomery, TN 37680 USA. Until next week, this is Kevin Alfred Strom reminding you to keep on thinking free.

Listen to the broadcast

Leo Frank case resources for further study:

The Leo Frank Case (Mary Phagan) Inside Story of Georgia’s Greatest Murder Mystery 1913 The first neutral book written on the subject.

The Murder of Little Mary Phagan by Mary Phagan Kean (Available on http://www.archive.org) Written by Mary Phagan Kean, the great grand niece of Mary Phagan. A neutral account of the events surrounding the trial of Leo Frank.

American State Trials, volume X (1918) by John Lawson Tends to be biased in favor of Leo Frank and his legal defense team, this document provides an abridged version of the Brief of Evidence, leaving out some important things said and details when it reproduces parts of the trial testimony. Be sure to read the closing arguments of Luther Zeitger Rossier, Reuben Rose Arnold, Frank Arthur Hooper and Hugh Hanson Dorsey. For a more complete version of the Leo M. Frank trial testimony, read the 1913 Leo Frank Trial Brief of Evidence.

Argument of Hugh M. Dorsey in the Trial of Leo Frank Some but not all of the nine hours of arguments given to the Jury at the end of the Leo Frank trial. Only 18 Libraries in the world have copies of this book. This is an excellent book and required reading.

Atlanta Constitution newspaper covering the Leo Frank Case from 1913 to 1915. http://www.archive.org

Atlanta Georgian newspaper covering the Leo Frank Case from April though August, 1913. http://archive.org/details/AtlantaGeorgianNewspaperAprilToAugust1913

Atlanta Journal Newspaper, April, 28, 1913, through till the end of August, 1913, pertaining to the Leo Frank Case: http://archive.org/details/AtlantaJournalApril281913toAugust311913

Notes on the Case of Leo M. Frank By Tom W. Brown, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1982.

Leo Frank Trial and Appeals Georgia Supreme Court File (1,800 pages).
Some but not all of the nine hours of arguments given to the Supreme Court were recorded.真，Leo Frank被处决，他被指控谋杀Mary Phagan。

The People v. Leo Frank: Steve Oney, Born in the immediate aftermath of the Atlanta race riot of 1906, the story of Mary Phagan’s murder, and the trial of her accused killer, Leo Frank, is told.

Admission that was Delicious Irony!

Out of the Darkness (1983) in Memory of Mary Phagan (June 1, 1899 – April 26, 1913) Against Anti-Semitic Baby Scoop

The Conviction of Leo Frank, Monday, 12:05 pm and 12:10 pm, maybe 12:07 pm

From the IMDb Website: Atlanta, Georgia is rocked when thirteen-year-old Mary Phagan is found murdered inside the pencil factory where she worked. Leo Frank, the factory’s Jewish owner, is convicted and sentenced to hang. The town's hunger for justice, fueled by racism and the fever of the trial, forces the governor to re-examine the verdict. [...] 

Read the full article →

Leo Frank Meets Hollywood: The Knights of Mary Phagan (2014) $12,000,000 Budget – IMDb

From the IMDb Website: Atlanta, Georgia is rocked when thirteen-year-old Mary Phagan is found murdered inside the pencil factory where she worked. Leo Frank, the factory’s Jewish owner, is convicted and sentenced to hang. The town's hunger for justice, fueled by racism and the fever of the trial, forces the governor to re-examine the verdict. [...] 

Read the full article →

Jewish Supremacism and Racist Anti-Gentilism Prevails at New Georgia Encyclopedia


Read the full article →

The ADL Jewish Supremacist Culture War Against Gentile Americans: The Tom Watson Affair

The ADL Jewish Supremacist Culture War Against Gentile Americans: The Tom Watson Affair

A New Leo Frank Book Awaits: Make Your Pledge Today!

Would you like to help a new book on the Leo Frank case come to life? A Kickstarter project aims to raise $10,000 by the end of the year (Dec 31st, 11:59 PM EST) to fund Leo Frank: Civil Rights for a Century. This book will not only examine the Frank case, but the impact [...] 

Read the full article →

Radio Program: Murder of Mary Phagan Podcast Series at White Network (Listen Now) — Updated Weekly.

The Murder of Mary Phagan – Part 1 Published on December 10, 2013 by Tarista in Age of Treason Radio Mary Phagan was a young girl who lived in Atlanta, Georgia. A hundred years ago she was bludgeoned, raped and strangled to death five weeks before her fourteenth birthday in 1913. Leo Frank, a Jew [...] 

Read the full article →

The Centennial of Mary Phagan Murder, April 26, 2013: Centennial of Mary Phagan Murder, April 26, 2013: The Cosmotheism Trilogy’s 'The Path' by Dr. William Pierce (Born in Atlanta, 1933), Rebooted on April 26, 2013 in Memory of Mary Phagan (1899 – 1913) MAY 14, 2014

Ignoring a revolution against the race of Sentient Parasites who have been using the murder of Mary Phagan, for more than 100 years, as a racial morality tale to demonize, demonize and decimate European-Americans. The Cosmotheism Trilogy: The Path, by William Luther Pierce, Copyright 1977, Rebooted April 26, 2013, Dedicated to Mary Phagan (June 1, [...] 

Read the full article →

Boycott: Sun Sentinel Newspaper, A Bastion of Racist Jewish Extremism

Journalist, David A. Schwartz, at the Sun Sentinel, is falsifying the legal history of the the Leo Frank trial, that occurred long ago in Atlanta, during the summer of 1913. Schwartz published pathological lies from ADL member, Lonnny Wilk, who spoke about the case during a talk-back session after a showing of the disingenuous and [...] 

Read the full article →

Jewish Educational Programs Poisoning Children’s Minds in American Middle Schools with racist anti-Gentile propaganda against European-American Southerners...

He who controls the present, controls the past and he who controls the past, controls the future.—George Orwell The historical narrative of the well organized Jewish community is one that states in effect, "We Jews are under siege by non-Jews and when we Jews are under siege by Gentiles, we might be soon, [...] 

Read the full article →

Un-American Subversive Theatre: Parade the Leo Frank Broadway Musical Becomes International Cult Sensation

If you asked one of your friends, acquaintances, or family members, whether or not they’ve heard of the musical called ‘Parade’, chances are most people would likely shake their heads and say something along the lines of, “No, I’ve never heard of it before”. Yet amongst theatre fans around the world, ‘Parade’ is a cut [...] 

Read the full article →

Huge collection of images relating to the Leo Frank case
The People v. Leo Frank: Steve Oney, “And the Dead Shall Rise: The Murder of Mary Phagan and the Lynching of Leo Frank”

SEPTEMBER 24, 2013

The People v. Leo Frank The author of the definitive book on the Frank trial and lynching explains why the case still sparks debate a century later Posted on 9/24/2013 8:00:00 AM by Steve Oney Photograph courtesy of the Kanam Research Center at the Atlanta History Center Throughout the rain-threatened spring morning, pilgrims kept arriving […]

Read the full article →

August 26, 2013 is the Centennial of the Infamous Conviction of Child Killer Leo Max Frank for The Aggravated Assault, Pedophile Rape and Vicious Strangulation of Mary Phagan

AUGUST 26, 2013

Over 100 years ago on Saturday, April 26, 1913, inside a dingy, shuttered factory at the heart of Atlanta’s industrial sector, an infatuated Jewish serial rapist-педофил viciously assaulted one of his teenage employees who rejected his sexual propositions for the last time. EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE FOR INCOCG MAN READERS. By Bob Frapples Mary Anne Phagan, 13 […]

Read the full article →

Neo-Nazis Use Leo Frank Case for Anti-Semitic Propaganda Push by Paul Berger of the Jewish Daily Forward

AUGUST 23, 2013

In reference to Paul Berger’s article, “White Supremacists Exploit Interest in Jewish Lynch Victim” Read more: http://forward.com/articles/182484/neo-nazis-useleo-frank-case-for-anti-semitic-propaganda-lol/ This Jew Peter Berger writes: "it is impossible to say who is behind most of the neo-Nazi websites. I can tell them! I was talking with a black nationalist radio talk show host named Chad Josiah yesterday […]

Read the full article →

Leo Frank Got Shanked in Prison on July 17, 1915, by William Creen

JULY 17, 2013

A Prison dorm at the Milledgeville Prison where Leo Frank was incarcerated from June 22, 1915 to August 18, 1915 July 17, 1915 – Leo Frank Shanked Brief Version: Leo Frank was attacked at the State Farm Prison in Milledgeville on July 17, 1915, by a fellow convict named William Creen, who slashed Leo’s throat […]

Read the full article →

Leo Frank, Journalist for the Times of Israel and the Big Lies about the Leo Frank Case

MAY 28, 2013

Dear Matt Lebovic, The article you have written, “The ADL and KKK, born of the same murder, 100 years ago” and published at the Times of Israel Dot Com, perpetuates the 100 year old, Jewish pathological BIG LIE about the Leo Frank trial, what amounts to an anti-Gentile blood libel and racist hate crime hoax. […]

Read the full article →
Jewish Blood Libel: The Jewish Hate Speech Death Threat Fraud and Hate Crime Hoax: "Hang the Jews" Perpetuated by Jews Relentlessly About the Leo Frank Case

May 21, 2013

Please politely contact Yaakov Astor and ask him to stop his racist anti-Gentile smear and defamation campaign promoting Jewish hate crime hoaxes and hate speech hoaxes concerning Gentiles and the Leo Frank Trial. The anti-Semitism canard has been used by Jewish extremists for the last century as a blood libel against Gentiles. Yaakov Astor's Blog...[...]

Read the full article →

B'nai Brith's ADL: 100 Years of Deception: Leo Frank, Abe Foxman, & Minister Farrakhan

May 6, 2013

By Tingba Muhammad, NOI Research Group | Last updated: May 6, 2013 - 12:56:20 PM What's your opinion on this article? Printer Friendly Page “Throughout the history of Black people, B'nai Brith leaders are consciously found aiding Black enslavement—not Black freedom—and the 512-page Nation of Islam book The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and Jews, [...] Read the full article →

The American Mercur: The Murder of Mary Phagan and Lynching of Leo Frank

April 26, 2013

Four superb articles about the Leo Frank Case published on the American Mercur:

Jewish Reaction to the Guilt of Leo Frank, April 26, 2013

April 26, 2013

A special program on the 100th anniversary of the rape/murder of 13-year-old Mary Phagan (pictured right) on April 26, 1913 in Atlanta, Ga. Hadding Scott and Carolyn Yeager put the emphasis on the Jewish agenda to “overturn the verdict” against Leo Frank in the minds of Americans and people everywhere, and explain how Jewry goes [...] Read the full article →

Seeking Justice for Mary Anne Phagan (June 1, 1899 – April 26, 1913) Against the Anti-Defamation League’s Racist, Anti-Gentile Campaign, of Perpetuating the Century-Long, Leo M. Frank Trial, Anti-Semitic Hatecrime Hoax, from 1913 to 2013

April 26, 2013

Anti-Defamation League of B’Nai B’rith (ADL), Patron Father and Martyr of Anti-Semitism: Leo Frank, Atlanta B’nai B’rith President Serial rapist-pedophile and convicted child killer, Leo Max Frank, violently assaulted, raped, and gang-raped 13-year-old little Mary Anne Phagan (born Thursday, June 1, 1899) at minutes past twelve-midnight, on Confederate Memorial Day, Saturday, April 26, 1913. Phagan [...] Read the full article →


March 23, 2013

Gentlemen’s Agreement: Anti-Semitism in America & American Pogrom: The Leo Frank Incident: Jan. 23, 2013 from Valley Beth Shalom Synagogue on Vimeo. Jewish Temples and Synagogues are being used as seductive nests for un-American Jewish domestic extremists waging culture wars of disinformation against Gentiles. Now more than ever, Jewish Temples all across the World are [...] Read the full article →

White Student Union Honors Mary Phagan April 26, 2013

March 15, 2013

Friday, April 26, 2013 WSU Honors Mary Phagan Today The following elusive items were added to the Leo Frank Case...[...]

Read the full article →

Half of the New York Times' Leo Frank Article Doesn't Talk About Leo Frank

March 28, 2013

Please contact the History Channel and politely ask them to stop promoting the Jewish Community's Hate Crime Hoax, Anti-Gentile Blood Libel and Anti-Semitism Canard against European-Americans concerning the Leo Frank Case. Politely contact them at http://www.history.com/support/jewish Pathological Lies at the History Channel: http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/jewish-hate-crime-mary-phagan-victim Read the full article →

What's New? Leo M. Frank Library Addendum, Article, Magazine and Book Additions

April 26, 2012

The following elusive items were added to the Leo Frank Case...[...]

Read the full article →

History.com Promotes The Jewish Hate Crime Hoax, Anti-Gentile Blood Libel and Anti-Semitism Canard

May 13, 2013

Please contact the History Channel and politely ask them to stop promoting the Jewish Community's Hate Crime Hoax, Anti-Gentile Blood Libel and Anti-Semitism Canard against European-Americans concerning the Leo Frank Case. Politely contact them at http://www.history.com/support/jewish Pathological Lies at the History Channel: http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/jewish-hate-crime-mary-phagan-victim Read the full article →

Marc Davis of TheJewiverse.com Perpetuates the Hundred Year Old, Anti-Defamation League (ADL) Hate Crime Hoax: “Hang That Jew Or We’ll Hang You!”

May 2, 2013

“Hang That Jew Or We’ll Hang You!” May 1, 2013 | By Marc Davis One of the most horrific episodes of anti-Semitism in American history – the lynching of Leo Frank – began 100 years ago last week. On April 27, 1913, a night watchman found the bloody body of 13-year-old Mary Phagan in a [...] Read the full article →

study the leo frank case: primary and secondary sources about the leo frank case

April 27, 2013

Article: List of articles and websites related to the Leo Frank Trial()
http://archive.org/details/AtlantaGeorgiaNewspaperAprilToAugust1913
to the huge Library Addendum, the largest online collection of Leo Frank Case Research Library Archive, the largest online collection of the ...
members of the White Student Union will be wearing black armbands and black ribbons to mourn for Mary Phagan. Today is the one hundredth anniversary of her brutal rape and murder in a pencil factory in Atlanta Georgia. Her manager, Leo Frank, was convicted of the […]

The Judicial Conclusion of the Leo Frank Case (1913 to 1915) and it's Aftermath (1982 to 1986)

APRIL 20, 2012

What is the official consensus regarding the final legal status of Leo Frank's innocence or guilt in the case of Mary Phagan? 1. The Coroner's Inquest (Wednesday, April 30, 1913, to Thursday, May 8, 1913): The Fulton County Coroner Paul Donehoo and six jurors sworn under oath, visited the crime scenes of the National Pencil […]

Reuben Rose Arnold

DECEMBER 26, 2010

The argument of Reuben Rose Arnold in PDF and OCR Text versions. Argument of Reuben Rose Arnold at the Trial of Leo M. Frank (PDF version – Right mouse click and save as). The Trial of Leo Frank, Reuben R. Arnold’s Address to the Court on his Behalf in October 1913. Introduction by Alvin V. […]

What’s his name?

APRIL 17, 2012

Mr. Leo Max Frank One of the rarest, earliest and clearest vintage photos of Leo M. Frank taken nearly 72 hours after the murder of Mary Phagan by Press Photographer Mr. Price on Tuesday afternoon, April 28, 1913, at the Atlanta Police Station for the Atlanta Constitution newspaper. The brown tweed suit Leo Frank is […]

Leo M. Frank, Plaintiff in Error vs. State of Georgia, Defendant in Error. In Error from Fulton Superior Court at the July Term 1913. Brief of Evidence, 1913.

OCTOBER 3, 2010

The month long Leo Frank trial, for the murder of Mary Phagan, took place from July 28, 1913 to Aug 26, 1913. The trial testimony and questions were captured as a stenographic record, in total, numbered approximately 1,080,060 words (Phagan Kean, 1985), in 7 volume set, on over 3,647 pages of legal cap paper […]
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Some but not all of the nine hours of arguments given to the

**Un-American Subversive Theatre: Parade the Leo**

Broadway Musical Becomes International Cult Sensation

APRIL 26, 2013
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Stickland Roan after Hugh M. Dorsey completed his closing arguments you can watch an hour-long program, I'll show you that both of these arguments are utterly incredible. I'll show you that both of these arguments are utter foolishness.

In 1982 Alonzo Mann, who in 1913 at 13 years old had been the office boy for the National Pencil Company, made a public claim that Newt Lee was the real killer. Mann claimed that Lee had on occasion been in a psychotic state, and that he had a grudge against Mary Phagan. Mann claimed that Lee had threatened to kill Mary Phagan in the past. He also claimed that Lee had been known to make threats of violence.
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The People v. Leo Frank

The author of the definitive book on the Leo Frank case, Sholem Asch, has built a very detailed Leo Frank case. We have slowly uploaded the Shepherdstown speech program, I'll show you that both of these arguments are utterly incredible. I'll show you that both of these arguments are utter foolishness.
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